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This article discusses Karsten Heuer’s 2006 book Being Caribou in light of debates in 
ecocriticism and border studies about how to define the local in the context of 
environmental problems of vast range and uncertain temporality. It explores how 
 Heuer’s book about following the Porcupine Caribou herd’s migration engages in 
multiple forms of boundary crossing—between countries, between hemispheric 
loca tions, and between species—and shows how insights from Indigenous storytelling 
complicate the book’s appeal to environmentalist readers by asserting a prior, 
transnational Indigenous presence in the transboundary landscapes of present-day Alaska 
and  the Yukon.  
Keywords: ecocriticism; border studies; Canadian literature; caribou; Indigenous 
 knowledge  
 
Inuit and First Nations peoples of the Western Arctic have long recognized the 
importance of caribou as teachers. In the epic story cycle of the Inuit hero Qayaq, there is 
an episode in which Qayaq expresses his desire to cross the human–animal divide and 
“become caribou.” To embody the beauty and fleet-footedness of the caribou seems to 
Qayaq a wonderful thing, and he longs to be a part of their community. In Lila Kiana 
Oman’s Inupiat version of this story, Qayaq approaches the caribou and asks to be 
initiated into their herd: “If I may, I would like to become one of you and go wherever 
you go,” Qayaq says. “I do not care what happens to me” (Oman 68). The lead caribou 
grants Qayaq’s wish, but before he is transformed, he is also given a warning: “When we 
are aware of strangers, we run as fast as we can. Be always ready to run for your life. […] 
When you start, you must always keep your eyes on the distant horizon. If you do not, 
you will not keep up with us. You will be stumbling on everything in your path. This you 
must never forget” (Oman 68). 
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 Qayaq joins the herd, and it is not long before he comes to understand that the life 
of the caribou is not to be idealized. The precarity of their existence first comes home to 
him when he stumbles because he’s not looking far enough ahead, and narrowly escapes 
being caught by a wolf. Soon after, he is nearly speared by a human hunter, experiencing 
once again the terror of a brush with death (Oman 71). Eventually, Qayaq becomes a 
human being again, but not before he gains a new respect for those fellow creatures that 
provide humans with clothing, shelter and food. 
 When I first heard this episode of the epic as related by the Anishnabe writer and 
critic Armand Garnet Ruffo a couple of years ago, Ruffo made the point that story is the 
mechanism by which the people who hear it get to run in the hoofprints of the caribou, 
learning respect and empathy for those animals that give them life.1 How different might 
our world be, he asked, if we could run with the caribou? How might our relations with 
the plants, animals, and places that give us life be different if we could imagine ourselves 
in their places, if only for a short while? One might say that the story of Qayaq is just that, 
a “story.” But Ruffo suggests that we ask a different question: “is it a story for me?” 
What does it mean for those of us living in the south to come to a better understanding of 
the wonder and precarity of the lives of these seemingly remote Northern animals, as 
Qayaq does? 
 I begin with the story of Qayaq because it helps to shed light on a more recent 
attempt to bridge the distance between the worlds of humans and other animals in the far 
North—one undertaken by the Alberta biologist Karsten Heuer and his partner, 
filmmaker Leanne Allison, and documented in Heuer’s 2006 book Being Caribou. In 
their attempt to follow the Porcupine Caribou herd on its spring migration from the 
Yukon and Northwest Territories to its calving grounds in Alaska, Heuer and Allison not 
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only traverse the political boundaries dividing nations and the ecological boundaries of 
different biomes and seasons, but they also struggle with the question of whether it is 
possible to walk (or ski) in the hoofprints of another species. Part of their motivation is 
political, for the place where the herd calves every summer is in the middle of the 1002 
lands, an ecologically sensitive area within Alaska’s Arctic National Wildlife Refuge that 
some advocates of US energy security want to open to oil drilling. Although the caribou 
are protected in Canada by two national parks that abut the Canada–US border, long-term 
protection for the caribou in their sensitive calving grounds is less certain (it depends on 
the annual renewal of a Congressional moratorium in Washington, DC). The herd 
currently consists of more than 100,000 animals, but drilling in the calving grounds 
would likely result in a precipitous drop in population. 
 To “be caribou” in this story is to wrestle with boundary questions at a number of 
levels. The fact that the Porcupine Caribou traversed landscapes of the Western Arctic for 
thousands of years before the territorial boundary between Canada and the United States 
was surveyed in 1911 would seem to support claims for a bioregional understanding of 
the region’s ecology and history. Building on Dan Flores’ early advocacy of a bioregional 
approach to North American history in the 1990s, as well as the work of thinkers like the 
American poet and deep ecologist Gary Snyder and Canadian scholar Laurie Ricou, 
arguments for studying North American culture according to ecological contours such as 
watersheds or species distributions have presented important counterpoints to the 
tendency to privilege often arbitrary political boundaries over ecological ones.2 Over the 
past few decades, bioregional arguments have significantly shaped boundary discourse in 
a number of fields, including geography, political ecology, and literary studies.3 As Ricou 
points out in his book Salal, thinking about a native plant or animal as text invites new 
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ways of thinking about how to read places and place-based identities across political 
boundaries (12–13). Such an approach has drawn greater attention to lines of cultural 
continuity between humans living on either side of the Canada–US border, and it has also 
illustrated some of the profound and persistent consequences that natural features have 
had on human development. 
At the same time, it is worth remembering that this relationship is not one-way, 
for human boundaries also have consequences on the physical environment. In some 
cases, such boundaries can even become ecological over time, leading to the creation of 
different vegetation patterns, animal communities, and conservation practices on either 
side of political lines.4 To complicate matters further, the boundaries of bioregions often 
reveal themselves to be more porous than restrictive, open to mixtures of species and 
generative of hybrid, dynamic landscapes that blend the influences of both culture and 
nature.5 In other words, there are many contingent, overlapping, and contextual factors at 
play in the relationship between natural phenomena and political boundaries. Sometimes 
political boundaries do not greatly affect the flows of nature, while at other times they 
make all the difference. The impact of political boundaries on the interpretation and 
management of nonhuman nature can, in some cases, remake nature and its attendant 
meanings according to directives issuing from places—such as national capitals—that are 
geographically remote from the border space in question.6 
When it comes to the transboundary region of Alaska and the Yukon, an area that 
has been relatively under-studied compared to North American border regions such as the 
Pacific Northwest and the desert Southwest, environmental storytelling also involves 
paying attention to different national narratives about nature. For instance, the cultural 
mythology promoting Alaska as “America’s Last Frontier,” a place of untapped resource 
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potential or therapeutic wilderness, carries a somewhat different resonance than 
longstanding Canadian depictions of the North as a harsh and unforgiving landscape.7 
Meanwhile, sitting between these two narratives are those of the Indigenous peoples who 
have lived in this region for thousands of years. In their claims for the protection of the 
Porcupine Caribou herd’s migration paths and calving grounds, the Inupiat, Inuvialuit, 
and Gwich’in tribes of Yukon and Alaska assert other forms of territoriality and 
sovereignty, making claims that are strongly linked to the past even as they forge 
strategic alliances with environmental discourses more familiar to audiences in southern 
regions.8  
In the development-versus-conservation battles that raged over the transboundary 
Western Arctic, and especially the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge (ANWR) in the wake 
of September 11, 2001, Heuer says that what was missing for him was the “story of the 
caribou herd itself” (9). In order to tell the story of the Porcupine Caribou herd in Being 
Caribou, Heuer and Allison must undergo a personal transformation: being caribou, they 
soon discover, demands giving up the attachment to fixed goals or predictions, and giving 
oneself over to the contingencies of ever-changing Arctic conditions (11–12). It also 
demands a metamorphosis of the human body; as Heuer and Allison struggle to keep up 
with the often relentless pace of the migration, their bodies (and minds) must adjust to 
erratic sleep schedules, to walking for hours carrying heavy packs, and later, to constant 
physical touch with one another as they stay in their tent for days during the calving so as 
not to disturb the expectant mothers. At other times, their movements, and those of the 
caribou, are shaped by larger geophysical processes, such as wind, storms, and the 
emergence of insects.9 
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 In addition to the limits of human physiology, the seeming inscrutability of the 
animal world also often frustrates Heuer’s ability to track and describe the caribou’s 
movements using conventional scientific frameworks.10 Indeed, he discovers that 
scientists who have preceded him have sometimes turned to figurative language in order 
to describe the migration of the herd. For instance, one report reads as follows: 
The migrating herd can be imagined as a giant amoeba gradually shifting its 
mass northward by a process that entails the rapid streaming of cytoplasm 
(caribou) in some sections, while elsewhere the cytoplasm is hardly moving at 
all or is slowly flowing in different directions. Yet the overall effect is one of a 
coordinated reorganization that eventually transfers the cell (Porcupine 
herd) to a position along the coastal regions of the Yukon and northeast 
Alaska. Each spring this shift occurs in a unique combination of cytoplasmic 
withdrawals and amalgamations but always produces a similar distribution 
by early June. (68) 
 
What is notable here is the way that the author of this report employs metaphor to bring 
together radically different scales, using imagery borrowed from microbiology to 
describe the macroscopic movements of the herd. Despite being composed of over 
100,000 animals, the herd moves as an autopoetic organism, its contours definable even 
as its contact with the environment results in a shape that is never fixed. 
 I want to suggest that this authorial strategy of trafficking between micro- and 
macro-scales is one that Heuer often uses to draw connections between the local world of 
the caribou, on the one hand, and the politics of nation states and global appetites for 
petroleum, on the other. At times, the nation–state plays a paradoxical role in these 
relations, for while it greatly influences the kinds of jurisdictions through which the herd 
has to pass, its immediate significance to Heuer and Allison’s experiences of the Arctic 
landscape is minimal. As Heuer writes: “No markers, no flags, and no guards greeted us 
at the Alaska–Yukon boundary […]. All we saw was a line of caribou tracking across the 
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border without altering their step. It was cold and misty, but we stopped to film anyway, 
reminding an imaginary audience about the importance of this invisible line” (96).  
The fact that Heuer and Allison stop to record their border crossing for an absent 
human audience points to the importance of decisions made in remote places for the lives 
and livelihoods of northern residents. This moment in the book also speaks to the fact that 
they see their audience as largely located elsewhere, composed of readers and viewers 
who will in turn pressure their political representatives to make sure that the moratorium 
on drilling in ANWR continues. Indeed, the “nature” that they produce through word and 
image via the aid of tools like GPS, satellite phones, and paper maps, is one designed 
primarily for consumption by southern audiences. As geographer Joy Parr points out in 
her book Sensing Changes, “no place is merely local” (3). This idea is especially 
applicable to the stories of those migratory species that arrive on the coastal plain of 
Alaska every summer, since for them this place is not “a world apart,” but one deeply 
connected to other places and actions. The caribou of the transboundary Western Arctic 
thus invite readers to think about how concepts like “eco-cosmopolitanism” or a 
“transnational ethics of place” might include the rights of nonhuman species as well as 
geographically disperse human groups who are disproportionately affected by things like 
pollution, resource extraction, and climate change.11 One of the limits of a more 
traditional bioregionalist perspective, Rob Nixon has argued, is that it can result in a kind 
of “spatial amnesia” whereby the “specificity and moral imperative of the local typically 
opens out not into the specificities of the transnational but into transcendental abstraction” 
(238). Such abstraction can also have temporal implications, for environmental problems 
with delayed or gradual cumulative effects often fail to generate the kinds of media 
attention devoted to more immediate and spectacular ecological disasters.  
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When it comes to the caribou, Heuer keeps the specificities of the transnational in 
the foreground, focusing on decisions about drilling made in the United States as the 
chief factor affecting local experience in the coastal plain. However, given that climate 
change may ultimately prove the greater threat to the animals’ existence over the long 
term, I would argue that he might have equally focused on Canada and its environmental 
policies, especially given the expansion of the Alberta oil sands and the nation’s gradual 
withdrawal from international treaties on climate action. As climate change accelerates, it 
is the shifting boundaries of things like ecozones, ice formations, and phenological 
patterns that may present the most acute threats to Arctic species.12 For instance, 
changing precipitation patterns and melting glaciers could affect how and where the 
caribou cross great Northern rivers on their migration routes, and this in turn might have 
ripple effects on the wolves that follow the herds and take advantage of their hesitancy at 
water crossings.13 Similarly, changes in snow conditions can affect caribou travel and 
access to low-growing plants in the winter, and an earlier arrival of spring might put the 
emergence of nutrient-packed sedge flowers out of synchronization with the arrival of 
pregnant females on the coastal plain.14 Thus, while the possibility of oil drilling in 
ANWR presents a visceral and immediate threat to the caribou’s ability to reproduce, it is 
the aggregation of a billion or more daily activities and choices made in places remote 
from the Yukon and Alaska that might end up posing the gravest threat to the herd’s 
survival. For the environmental writer and artist, the challenge that climate change 
presents to aesthetic representation is in fact similar to the challenge facing those who 
seek to document the Porcupine caribou in word and image: he or she must toggle 
between a focus on the individual, which offers a concrete means of empathetic 
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identification, and an awareness that it is the herd (or the human species) that possesses 
the capacity to inscribe its presence on the earth in lasting ways.15 
 Although its connection to these issues might not seem immediately obvious, I 
want to argue that the story of Qayaq actually presents a good means of thinking through 
Parr’s observation that “no place is merely local.” Although Indigenous stories are often 
approached as articulations of very local knowledge, in fact the Qayaq epic offers a good 
example of transnationalism at work, for versions of it are part of the traditions of Inuit 
groups in Canada, the US, and Greenland. In each case, the telling of such a story 
becomes a means of thinking through what it means to be Inuit, a sense of peoplehood 
that spans historical, geographical, and linguistic difference even as it acknowledges 
specific regional designations (for instance, such as Inuvialuit or Inupiat).16 Instead of 
thinking about Indigenous people and the species they hunt exclusively as local ‘victims’ 
of transnational decisions, the epic of Qayaq points to some of the ways that Indigenous 
people themselves might be thought of as transnational actors, and their stories may offer 
insight into how to better fit together ecological consciousness with transnational 
existence. 
 In some ways it is unfortunate that Heuer does not attend to the story of Qayaq in 
his book, for it enacts precisely the kind of bridging of scales and social milieus that he 
insists are necessary to developing greater ecological awareness. For all of the ways that 
Heuer’s book succeeds in stretching readers’ imaginations to think beyond the local, or 
even the bioregional, to the global scale of biotic life, the way his narrative participates in 
a predominantly white tradition of wilderness adventure writing at times risks 
overshadowing Indigenous understandings of the human relationship to caribou. In 
Heuer’s book, encounters with caribou are framed as a choice rather than a necessity, and 
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nature is often regarded as something that needs to be cordoned off from human 
interference. In contrast, Indigenous people like the Inupiat, Inuvialuit, and Gwich’in 
understand predation as part of a common and necessary struggle to preserve life.17 
At the beginning of the book, Heuer recounts meeting several Gwich’in elders in 
the Yukon village of Old Crow before he and Allison set out on their journey. One of 
them recounts how his ancestors followed the caribou on snowshoes and foot—not 
because they’d wanted to, but because it was what they had to in order to survive. “‘Back 
then people could talk to caribou, and caribou could talk to people,’” he says (Heuer 17). 
Heuer does not elaborate on these comments, but the elder’s point about following the 
caribou out of necessity marks an important distinction between Indigenous 
understandings of these animals, and the motivations that inform Heuer and Allison’s 
pursuit of them. Heuer’s text appeals strongly to a discourse of wilderness adventure that 
plays well with southern audiences, but as Robert Wishart explains, Gwich’in ideas of 
what it means to be ‘wild’ are in fact quite different from Heuer’s expressed hope at the 
end of the book that the caribou will remain “wild and free” (233). The Tetlin Gwich’in, 
for example, have historically tended to discourage observing caribou for aesthetic 
pleasure; indeed, Wishart says that Gwich’in people almost never talk about going out to 
“look at things,” because they see it as a possible intrusion into the caribou’s country that 
might “bother” them and cause them to become wild (Wishart 86), meaning that they will 
no longer present themselves to humans to be hunted.18 Whereas wilderness discourse 
usually presumes some freedom from human intrusion for animals and other species and 
spaces, for the Gwich’in, landscape is “not glossed by the opposition between people and 
nature; but rather it is catalogued through stories of interactions between people and the 
land” (Wishart 85–86).19 When the Gwich’in are living in what they define as an 
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“appropriate” manner, they refrain from trailing the caribou outside of specific hunting 
times, and as a result, the caribou continue to come back to them (Wishart 87).  
 When it comes to Heuer and Allison’s mission to bring awareness to the threats to 
the Porcupine Caribou herd, the idea of “appropriateness” presents readers with some 
intriguing tensions. On one hand, they would seem to be behaving “inappropriately” by 
Gwich’in standards, since so much of their account is focused on seeking out the caribou 
in order to document them with cameras, sound equipment, and notepads; on the other 
hand, however, the way in which their book and film end up resonating with a wider 
circle of southern audiences also suggests that that their acts of observation constitute a 
politically astute means of bringing attention to the effects of consumption on the lives of 
Northern “persons” (and here, the idea of “persons” includes both Indigenous humans 
and nonhumans like caribou, since for the Gwich’in and Inuit people there is no hard and 
fast distinction between animals and humans—the actions in one sphere bear a direct 
message for the other) (Anderson 13).20 
Perhaps one of the main challenges here involves walking the line between 
cultural and ecological “appropriateness,” being careful not to confuse what might seem 
to be politically “appropriate” measures for saving the caribou (at least from an 
environmental standpoint) with the appropriation and absorption of Indigenous ways of 
knowing into frameworks that turn those ways of knowing into mere “data” few 
Gwich’in or Inuit elders would recognize as representative of their world views. Mark 
Nuttall notes that an alignment with the discourses of international environmentalist 
groups has sometimes proven useful to Aboriginal peoples, especially when it comes to 
focusing political attention on issues in the North. However, the translation of Indigenous 
ways of knowing into a contemporary environmentalist register can also sometimes 
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override the diversity of views on things like petro-development among and within 
Aboriginal groups (67, 87).21 To Heuer’s credit, his narrative of the caribou does make 
room for the expression of Indigenous views that might be at odds with a wilderness ethic, 
especially in its portrayal of the Gwich’in woodsman James Itsi, who takes Heuer and 
Allison out on a caribou hunt. In his conversation with Heuer, Itsi laments a lack of 
employment for educated young people in his homeland, and wonders why the Gwich’in 
should not share in the proceeds of resource extraction: 
“Why shouldn’t we have everything that everyone else does?” he asked. 
“Nice things from the store. You know what I’m talking about. […] Freight is 
expensive. Things aren’t cheap. […] I’ve worked in those camps,” he said, 
hesitating. “On the drill rigs. They’re warm, comfortable, have good food. 
Life is easy. That’s why I’m so fit now; why, at sixty-two, I’m still a strong 
man.” (28) 
Itsi’s words do not elicit an immediate response from Heuer, but they do prompt some 
reflection on the uneasy fit between what southern environmentalists sometimes want 
Northern Indigenous people to represent (for instance, a staged portrayal of 
“sustainability” tailored to southern views), and the internal complexities of Indigenous 
lives and their ever-changing understandings of nonhuman nature. Heuer remarks, “Who 
was I to say that he and his daughters and his grandson shouldn’t have everything 
everyone else did at the expense of nature? Who was I to talk about what was right and 
wrong, what was comfortable or not, with my new Gore-Tex pants and jacket and my 
camera and lenses slung around my hip?” (28).  
In this reflection Heuer expresses discomfort with his own consumption of nature, 
yet the economic vocabulary he employs also points to the difficulty of smoothly 
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translating the ideas of one culture into another. In this case, the idea that satisfying 
human needs and desires necessarily comes at the “expense of nature” denies the kind of 
intense intra-activity between human bodies and their environments that tend to inform 
Indigenous ethics of kinship.22 The environment, in the view of the Gwich’in and the 
Inuit, is not a static or external store of resources to be drawn upon (and depleted) at will, 
nor is the Arctic a site of freedom in which the rugged individual might find liberation 
from attachments. Rather, their understanding of the environment is underpinned by an 
emphasis on social relatedness among people, animals, plants, geology, weather, and the 
spirit forces that are inherent in them. The environment is also understood as a place of 
risk (compared with the idea of being at risk), and elaborate systems of belief and moral 
codes related via myth and story are then constantly tested in the context of daily 
survival.23 To translate this system of understanding into an economic language of credits 
and debits does not quite capture the meaning of the extensive sharing traditions that have 
defined the dynamic interrelations between culture and nature in the Arctic for centuries. 
 As Julie Cruikshank observes, encounters between humans and nature may 
generate insight on all sides, but encounters do not guarantee understanding (Do Glaciers 
10). Indeed, she points out that one of the problems with things like TEK (traditional 
ecological knowledge) is that the processes by which it is gathered risk reifying the 
meanings of abstract concepts rooted in local knowledge. This is why we need to attend 
to those stories Indigenous people tell that do not fit easily into non-Indigenous 
bureaucratic, economic, or scientific vocabularies, or that fit uneasily within the 
emotional registers of North American environmentalism. She rightly worries about the 
expectation that “indigenous traditions should provide answers to problems created by 
modern states in terms convenient to modern states” (“Uses” 22). Whereas taxonomic 
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schemes like TEK can “stagnate and drain the content from their categories” (27) 
fragmenting human experience into bite-sized parcels, Cruikshank argues that stories 
have the capacity to surprise, and to complicate universalizing, commonsense 
expectations about what we mean by knowledge (“Uses” 32). They also provide a key 
means by which people understand and express their environmental connections, and 
inform their development of new ecological relationships and actions.24 
 Drawing on Cruikshank’s observation about the capacity of stories to complicate 
expectations about what we mean by environmental knowledge, I now want to turn to 
another set of stories about fence-making and ecology that have received little sustained 
attention in environmental discussions of the Porcupine Caribou herd and their protection 
across different political jurisdictions. This set of stories arises from the creation of 
caribou fences built by the Gwich’in to channel small portions of the migrating herd into 
pocket corrals where they could be trapped and killed using snares, spears, and bows and 
arrows. The fences, known as Tthał in the Gwich’in language, were constructed of timber 
and babiche, and were strategically situated at different points across the Western Arctic 
landscape. They were widely used until the introduction of repeating firearms by white 
traders in the late nineteenth century.25 Today, the remaining traces of these fences in 
Alaska and the Yukon, some of them originally many miles long, is evidence of a high 
degree of social coordination, knowledge of animal movements and different seasonal 
conditions on the part of those who used them. The fences also illustrate a sense of 
property among the Gwich’in, for both mid-nineteenth century expeditionary accounts 
and Gwich’in oral history suggest that the fences were hereditary possessions of the 
families by whom they were constructed (Vuntut 89). Such fences, which required groups 
of fifteen to forty-five people to operate and maintain them, suggest that Indigenous 
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peoples were cooperatively engaged in drawing lines on the land well before colonial 
arrival, and that the boundaries they made were flexible technologies designed to serve an 
immediate, local purpose: that of providing meat for large groups of people by 
capitalizing on cumulative knowledge about the seasonal movements and habits of a 
keystone species.  
In a 1977 interview translated and transcribed in the collaborative oral history 
People of the Lakes (2009), Vuntut Gwich’in elder Moses Tizya describes the different 
kinds of fences that were used in winter and summer on either side of what later became 
the Canada–US boundary: 
They used nothing but bow and arrows and snares. Just bow and arrows in 
those days. What they did was in the wintertime, they made fences with 
trees, brush, things like that, and then they set lots of snares. [They made 
the fences by] Old Crow, anywhere, any place in the country, not only in 
one place. [They drove] a big bunch of caribou in those snares. 
 
But the other caribou fences [summer] were different altogether. There are 
lots of them over there now, they say [north of Old Crow in the hills 
surrounding Crow Flats, west into Alaska and east to the Northwest 
Territories]. If you go to Crow Flats with Dr. Irwin, you’re going to see 
lots of them, old things. They’re a different thing again, that’s Native poles 
or something [made from cut poles]. They’re still there. (Vuntut 90) 
 
In Tizya’s comments on decision making about how and where to create fence 
lines, one can see the formation of knowledge that troubles the divide between what 
might conventionally be understood as “scientific” versus “non-scientific” knowledge. 
After explaining how the fences were used and the caribou’s patterns of movement, Tizya 
remarks that “[It’s a] story; I haven’t seen it” (90). Some readers might encounter Tizya’s 
remarks and proceed to question the legitimacy of his account. However, the material 
remnants of the fences and the collective, place-specific nature of oral history together 
suggest that a great deal of care goes into passing on knowledge about how Gwich’in 
people have interacted with their environment over time. The creation and 
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communication of such knowledge is not “scientific” in the Western sense, yet within the 
Gwich’in context it communicates valuable information about human relationships to 
caribou. Though it is beyond the immediate scope of this essay, such knowledge might be 
taken up as a case example for exploring what scholars in science and technology studies 
call “boundary work,” a term used to refer to the social processes by which knowledge 
claims become legitimized with the status of “science” (Gieryn 781–95; Pritchard 13–14). 
In Heuer’s book, we see a struggle to integrate the understandings, vocabularies, and 
practices of Indigenous people with the discourses of wildlife biology that compose the 
bulk of Heuer’s formal training. I would suggest that the caribou fences and their 
accompanying knowledge might lend another dimension to this struggle, for 
acknowledging the presence and legitimacy of pre-colonial cultural lines on the landscape 
might defuse some of the wilderness claims upon which Heuer bases his defense of the 
caribou, even as they could bolster scientific assertions about herd movement and 
distribution. 
 By the late 1990s, when Old Crow elders and community members formally 
gathered to discuss how their oral history should be collected, their first priority was to 
collect information about how they lived on the land and how the land should be looked 
after because in their view “there are hard times coming” for the next generation (Vuntut 
xxxiii).26 In particular, several expressed worry that without preserving a few of the 
remaining caribou fences and embedding the stories of their use within collective 
memory, the deteriorating structures might soon vanish, thereby leaving their young 
people without a storied connection to the landscape and a grounded ethic of how to live 
within it. Some of the elders’ stories about caribou fences also offer added insights into 
how colonial influences destabilized pre-contact family structures and hunting practices. 
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For instance, Elder Moses Tizya comments that after the arrival of guns in Gwich’in 
territory the use of caribou fences declined. He then adds, almost offhandedly, “then by 
that time, people were all finished, all died off anyway” (Vuntut 90). Elder Myra Kay 
similarly notes that at one time the great leader “Ch’eeghwalti had a [caribou] fence 
around there [“there” being Chiitsii vihtr’ih tthał, or a place near the headwaters of the 
Driftwood River] but they all left. There used to be a lot of people there but they all died 
from starvation” (Vuntut 92–93). The arrival of guns and disease thus had profound 
effects on the Gwich’in and their relationship to game such as the caribou. The drawing 
of the international boundary line in 1911 in turn further hindered the remaining 
Gwich’in’s ability to draw a livelihood from the land, for the crafting of different land 
claims agreements and travel restrictions made it difficult to travel across the boundary in 
search of animals (Vuntut 153, 243). 
Despite colonial history’s tendency to privilege its own heroic narratives of 
boundary making, the traces of caribou fences in the Western Arctic serve as reminders 
both of Indigenous presence and the effects of ecological imperialism on Northern 
residents in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Were it not for the 
persistence of oral history and its attachment to specific places, those rotting wooden 
fences might become what Rob Nixon refers to as ghost habitats, “ecological shadows of 
a once powerful presence in the landscape, traces from which one can reconstruct what 
might otherwise appear to have vanished entirely” (250). Yet while the fences and their 
accompanying stories recall the harm done to those families who once used and 
maintained them, today the ongoing presence of the Gwich’in, their stories, and their 
relationship with caribou in the transboundary region also continue to frustrate the wishes 
of neocolonial interests that these troublesome Natives might vanish entirely. As long as 
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the memory of caribou fences and their uses remains in the land, and as long as the 
Gwich’in continue their relationship with caribou through story and the hunt, the idea of 
places like Old Crow, Yukon Flats, or ANWR as the “last uncharted wilderness” remain 
open to challenge. 
Towards the end of Being Caribou, Karsten Heuer briefly acknowledges that one 
of the most important stories that the Gwich’in elders earlier shared with him is the story 
about how in the time of the ancestors, “people could talk to caribou, and caribou could 
talk to people” (17). This story presents a mode of understanding that also informs the 
story of Qayaq with which I began. In the end, I’d suggest that Indigenous stories like 
that of Qayaq or the oral history of the caribou fences do turn out to be stories for Heuer, 
and stories for us, in that they prompt their hearers to cultivate greater respect for the 
complexities of how people of the North understand animals—that is, not as 
anthropomorphized or “wild” figures, nor as a natural resource, but as part of a cycle of 
birth, consumption, and death that includes human beings (Anderson 14). As the example 
of the caribou fences shows, this cycle has also included forms of boundary making for a 
very long time, thus challenging the idea that the act of drawing lines on the land belongs 
exclusively to colonial authorities. Indeed, the caribou themselves might also be 
understood as authors who write their own lines on the land, leaving migratory trails 
etched by hoofs that have traversed certain crossings thousands of times. The fact that 
caribou calves seem to have to learn to migrate from their larger herd further suggests a 
sophisticated animal culture at work, one that relies on communal memory and that 
asserts a collective claim to place at least as strong as those of the Indigenous and settler 
humans who traverse it.27 
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To include ourselves in this more-than-human community, whether we live close 
to the caribou or thousands of miles away, is also to rethink the meaning of security in an 
era of climate change and accelerated fossil fuel consumption. For the Gwich’in, security 
lies in sharing the meat of the hunt with everybody, and in properly acknowledging the 
spirits of the animals and the land that gives them life. For Heuer and Allison, security 
comes to mean giving up the individual impulse to control one’s environment, and 
attempting to live with a greater awareness of the “widening circles” beyond one’s 
immediate local ecosystem, considering how one’s pursuit of a comfortable middle-class 
life in a place like Calgary might affect the capacity of seemingly remote Northern 
animals to flourish (Heuer 200).28 Ultimately, the ability to take a wider view—whether 
by considering disparate geographies linked by the fossil fuel economy, or by reading the 
traces of indigenous infrastructure that continue to haunt Western myths of progress and 
terra nullius—works against the tendency towards spatial and temporal amnesia that 
perpetuates injustice, whereby boundaries are drawn and argued over as though local 
inhabitants don’t exist.29 Where Heuer’s book does important ecocritical work in two key 
areas—destabilizing the boundaries that separate humans from animals, and prompting 
southern readers to reflect on how their choices affect the lives of Arctic residents—the 
caribou fences in turn serve as powerful ‘postcolonial’ reminders of the often 
incommensurable, place-based character of local knowledges. If the root of the “colonial” 
(Latin colere) means both to cultivate and to dwell, then as Laurie Ricou points out, 
“[t]he post-colonial will ask how the colony ecologizes” (“Botany” 355)—in other words, 
how it constructs a home in place. The story of Qayaq, who stumbles when he focuses 
only on short-term concerns, and the Gwich’in stories of caribou fences along the more 
northerly portions of the 141st meridian are two such acts of homemaking; together, they 
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generate some much-needed new forms of decolonizing talk across the permeable 
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Gwich’in and Alaskan Inupiat about how to approach petro-development in their 
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